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Abstract
Outliers are data objects which are rare or inconsistent compared to the majority of
objects. Outlier detection is one of the most important tasks in data mining due to its
wide applications in various domains, such as finance, information security, healthcare and
earth science. Most existing outlier detection methods assume that the outlier factor (i.e.,
outlierness scoring measure) of the entities (e.g., feature values, features, data objects) in a
data set is Independent and Identically Distributed (IID), but this assumption is violated
by many real-world applications where the outlierness of an entity is coupled with that of
some other entities, leading to the failure of detecting sophisticated outliers. This issue
is intensified in more challenging environments, e.g., noisy and/or high-dimensional data
sets. To address this challenge, this thesis considers three key questions: what are the
coupling relations between different outlier factors? how can we effectively and efficiently
model these couplings? and how can we leverage these couplings to address challenging
outlier detection problems?
Our explorations result in the following four key contributions. (i) This thesis intro-
duces a new outlier detection task, non-IID outlier detection in multidimensional data,
which opens a new research direction for tackling real-world complex outlier detection
problems. (ii) We introduce the first architecture for the non-IID outlier detection task,
which provides principled approaches to learn the outlierness interdependence at differ-
ent levels from feature values, features, to data objects. The architecture breaks down
the general coupling learning into a series of important finer-grained components: basic
coupling relation, coupling capacity, coupling utility, and coupling passage manners, pro-
viding feasible ways to learn sophisticated couplings between outlier factors with efficient
models. (iii) We propose principled frameworks and their instantiations under the non-IID
outlier detection architecture to learn different types of couplings. Supported by exten-
sive theoretical analysis and empirical experiments on diverse real-world data sets, these
designs are shown to be scalable and effective in addressing some notoriously challenging
problems, including outlier detection in non-IID data, data with many noisy features, or
high-dimensional data. (iv) This thesis also introduces a set of seminal work on unsu-
pervised feature selection for outlier detection in both categorical data and numeric data,
including innovative feature selection methods that capture pairwise or full feature interac-
tions and joint feature selection and outlier detection methods. Our proposed approaches
are able to effectively compute the outlierness of features, which enables outlying feature
selection and substantially improves the efficacy of subsequent outlier detection on data
with high dimensionality or many noisy features.
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Our extensive empirical results show that the average accuracy improvement of our
non-IID outlier detectors over state-of-the-art IID outlier detectors ranges from 4% up to
18% on a large collection of real-world data sets; the maximum accuracy improvement on
single data sets can be more than 50%, in which stat-of-the-art IID detectors only obtain
an accuracy of being nearly equivalent to a random guess. This significant accuracy
improvement can have great business value, e.g., the prevention of millions of dollars loss
in credit card fraud detection, enabling safer digital environments by militating malicious
programs or network intrusions, or saving life by having early detection of fatal diseases.
This thesis also offers much more interpretable outlier detection solutions by enabling
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